
Getting the most out of solar panels depends upon them working as promised 
when they are installed, and then continuing to work in a similar way for decades 
to come. To assist people in selecting solar panels that are likely to do this, DNV 
GL, an international certification organization, performed tests upon a wide range 
of mostly Tier 1 solar panels including Phono Solar, Kyocera and numerous other 
manufacturers.  They published the results in their PV Module Reliability Scorecard 
Report 2016. Or at least they published a very useful review of the results, as they 
didn’t include everything they found.

The results can be downloaded here, although you will have to fill out a form before 
you can get that particular pattern of photons squeezed out of your monitor and 
onto your face.

Why we need reports like this
Testing of the type DNV GL performed is vital because the only way we can be 
certain a solar panel will last for 25 years is to install it and wait 25 years.  And who 
has time to do that?  And even if we did, it wouldn’t do us much good, because 
no matter how well that panel performed it wouldn’t be on the market any more. 
Technology will have moved on and no doubt solar panels would be made out of 
weird future stuff like black holes or unobtainium.

As the DNV GL report says, “85% of the 234 GW of installed global PV capacity has 
been in the field for less than five years.” So if we want to have a good idea of how 
long these panels are likely to last, the only realistic way we can estimate that is 
through testing.

What was tested
Now despite the idea having some merit and sounding like a lot of fun, DNV GL 
didn’t just go around grabbing panels at random and testing them. That would 
be a big job and would probably get very expensive. And people whose panels 
they’d grabbed might get upset.  Instead, solar panel manufacturers were invited 
to participate in the testing which means only the panels of those who willingly 
joined in were investigated. Personally, this makes me think there is an excellent 
chance manufacturers of very low quality panels did not submit any to be tested. 
But I could be wrong. After all, a producer of low quality panels might want to know 
exactly where they need to improve, or they could just be suffering from severe 
overconfidence.

What was reported
The report does not give all the details of what was discovered. But it does give a 
very useful portion of the results. Five tests were performed with varying numbers 
of companies participating in each, ranging from 17 to 22. The report gives the 
names of panels that performed well, and the names of the panel or panels that 
performed extremely well. But they don’t tell us how well the panels in those 
groups compare to each other.

Nor do they tell you the names of the panels whose performance was mediocre 
or poor. And just because we know a panel took part in one test because it did 
well there, it doesn’t mean it didn’t do well in another test it wasn’t mentioned in, 
because that panel may not have taken part in that particular test.

But despite these complications, it is possible to see which panels did well on the 
various tests, and it is also possible to see there are definitely panels out there that 
should be avoided, even if we don’t actually know what their names are.

The five epic tests of DNV GL
Five different tests were performed in total. They were: The thermal cycling test, the 
damp heat test, the PID test, the dynamic mechanical load test, and the humidity-
freeze test.

THE THERMAL CYCLING TEST

All materials expand when heated and contract when cooled. This is a serious 
problem for the contacts between different materials as they generally won’t 
expand and contract at the same rate.  This puts electrical contacts under 
stress and can cause them to degrade and even fail over time.

Thermal cycling will have the greatest effect on performance in locations where the 
the temperature extremes between night and day are the greatest. So in Darwin, 
which has one of the most stable temperature ranges in Australia, it is less likely to 
be problem, while it is more of a concern in places such as Alice Springs where hot 
days combined with cold nights can result in considerable thermal cycling.

The test is done by cooling panels down to negative 40° Celsius and then warming 
them up by 85°. Current is passed through them once they reach 25° to simulate 
them producing electricity in sunshine. And then the test is repeated 800 times 
which is estimated to simulate 25 or more years use in the real world.

Nineteen different panels were tested and the two winners, with less than 1.5% 
reduction in performance, were Kyocera and Phono. The worst performing panel 
had a large 34.59% decline, which was more than 3 times that of the next worst 
performing panel. I’d tell you the name of the panel if I knew it, so you could 
avoid it.

THE DAMP HEAT TEST

High humidity combined with high temperatures can be hard on electronic 
devices and solar panels are no exception. Rates of corrosion increase rapidly 
above 60% humidity in hot climates, so in Darwin, which has all year round 
warm temperatures and an average humidity of 71%, a good result on the damp 
heat test is extremely important. It would also be important in Townsville with 
its average humidity of 66%, despite being cooler over the year than Darwin. 
While Brisbane can be hot and humid, conditions are far less severe than in the 
Top End and outside of tropical Australia, performance on this test probably 
shouldn’t be a major consideration.

In the damp heat test panels were kept at 85 degrees and a relative humidity 
of 85% for 3,000 hours to simulate use in a humid tropical environment. And 
surprisingly enough, that’s exactly what a summer afternoon in Darwin without 
air conditioning feels like. Of the 21 varieties of panels tested, 8 fared very well 
with less than a 3% decline in performance. Of these, Kyocera fared best in the 
Darwin simulator, with only a 0.57% decline. The worst panel suffered a 58.77% 
decline and two other panels had declines of at least 15%, so clearly, if you live in 
tropical Australia, you should definitely be using solar panels that perform well on 
this test.

THE PID TEST

PID stands for Potential Induced Degradation, which is basically caused by 
electricity not going where it is supposed to, and it is a leading cause of panel 
failure in their first few years of life. Early death by PID usually only occurs if there 
was a manufacturing fault, or the panel was not built strongly enough to resist 
damage during transport and handling, or a combination of these two things 
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which is a condition known as crap panel syndrome. But even when there is no 
danger of PID killing a panel, it can still gradually degrade its performance over 
the years and so is definitely something that should be kept to a minimum.

The PID Test is fairly shocking and consists of placing the panels under hot, 
humid conditions of 85% relative humidity and 85° Celsius used in the Damp 
Heat Test while giving them 1,000 volts for 100 hours. Eight out of the 22 types 
of panels emerged with excellent results, suffering less than a 0.5% reduction 
in performance. However, 4 performed atrociously with reductions of at least 
40% and the worst performing panel suffered a 58.27% decline. This obviously 
makes it a test where getting a good result, or at least not a terrible one, is a vital 
indicator of long term solar panel performance.

DYNAMIC MECHANICAL LOAD TEST

The wind, or in a limited number of places in Australia, snow, can result in a 
varying mechanical load on solar panels. These intermittent pressure loads cause 
mild flexing that can cause tiny cracks to form and gradually cause a panel’s 
performance to deteriorate. Australia doesn’t have much snow, but if you live 
in a windy location, such as Perth, you may want to consider how well a panel 
performs on this test.

The Dynamic Mechanical Load Test consists of placing a panel in a test chamber 
and then having a robot poke it hard 1,000 times to simulate the flexing it would 
receive over time when deployed on a roof. Then, when the robot’s done poking 
it, it is given the thermal cycling test, described above, 50 times. And then the 
poor panel is still not through, because they give it 10 cycles of the humidity-
freeze Test, described below.

Of the 17 panels tested, nine performed well with 2% or less loss of performance. 
The two best performing panels were Kyocera and Phono Solar with declines 
of less than 0.5%. Which ever was the best of those two suffered only a 0.18% 
decline. The worst panel suffered a decline of 7.28%.

HUMIDITY-FREEZE TEST

It is possible for a solar panel to absorb moisture and if the temperature falls 
below zero it can freeze and expand, causing damage.  Unless you are installing 
your panels in the Snowy Mountains their temperature is not likely to often fall 
below freezing. At least not compared to the typical panel installed in Europe 
or North America. In fact, even the Snowy Mountains aren’t that cold by many 
countries’ standards. I once took a tourist there in the summer and she said she 
was glad she went because, “I have never been in a desert before.”

So this test is probably the least relevant for Australian conditions.

The humidity-freeze test is done by placing panels in the Darwin simulator used 
in the damp heat test for 20 or more hours to ensure moisture has seeped into 
the panels like liquid into Mrs Marsh’s chalk. Then they are rapidly cooled to 40 
degrees below zero for at least half an hour so ice will form. The process was 
repeated 30 times.

Eighteen different panels were tested and 7 of them performed very well with less 
than a 1.8% reduction in performance. The 2 panels that performed the best were 
Kyocera and Tenksolar with less than a 0.5% decline and whichever was the best 
of those two declined by only 0.13%

Choosing The Best Panel For Your Location
A good or better result on the PID test is probably the most important 
consideration for the average Australian in selecting a solar panel. This is because 
while any of the panels that were rated good suffered from very little PID, the worst 
panel had its performance reduced by over 58% and three other panels suffered 
declines of at least 40%. So the down side of going with a panel that doesn’t have 
a good result on this test can clearly be huge.

There was a lot of variation in the results of the PID test as the standard deviation was 
18.6%. The statistical definition of standard deviation is the amount of variation in a 
set of data values. A non-statisical definition of standard deviation is dressing up like 
Spider-Man in the bedroom, while a major deviation is dressing up like a spider.

For people living in Tropical Australia, good performance on the damp heat test 
is of similar importance. The worst panel had a performance loss of over 58% and 
two others out of the 21 tested declined by at least 15%. But for those living south 
of Townsville performance on this test is less of a concern, although anyone living 
in coastal Queensland may want to keep it in mind.

Performance on the Thermal Cycling test is also important with the worst panel 
declining by over 34%. Good performance on this measure is useful in Central 
Australia where the difference between day and night temperatures tend to 
be extreme.

Results
The report tells us the names of the panels which performed well on a test and the 
names of those which performed very well. But if they didn’t do well, we can’t even 
know if the test was performed on them, so the best we can do is say the results 
were unclear. For all we know they might have excelled if they were given that test, 
but they just weren’t used.

In the table below, I have labeled panels that performed well as, ‘Good’, and the 
top performers as, ‘Great’. If no information was given for a test then I have labeled 
it as, ‘unclear’.

Now I want to be clear that the order I have placed them in is not from best to least 
best. It just looks that way.  I don’t actually have enough information to do that. 
This is just the rough order I might recommend these panels to a friend, based 
solely on the information in the report, if I didn’t know where in Australia that friend 
happened to live. (Clearly, they’re not a very close friend.)

The Winner!
From the table it is easy to see which panel performed the best, and it is Kyocera, 
with a rating of great in all areas. So clearly, within the limits of this report at least, 
Kyocera is the best panel for Australians to buy. Except for the fact that is isn’t, for 
reasons that have nothing to do with the report, so I have to declare the winner to 
be the very impressive runner up, Phono Solar.

The bad news about getting Kyocera panels in Australia
Unfortunately Kyocera Solar Pty Limited went into liquidation in Australia on the 
19th of December 2014. This has made their panels rather difficult to come by. 
But, if you really want to get your hands on these apparently excellent panels, 
 I guess you could always try importing some from Mexico where they’re made.

The good news about getting Phono Solar panels in Australia
Phono Solar panels, which got the second best results, are available in Australia 
and their price is quite competitive. And after reading some Phono Solar panel 
reviews, I see it appears everyone agrees they are top notch.  Just because they 
aren’t the most expensive panels doesn’t mean they aren’t high quality.

I do believe that you get what you pay for, but sometimes what you get is people 
ripping you off, so I definitely think it is worthwhile to pay attention to the results 
of tests such as the ones performed by DNV GL. Doing so can help you find 
excellent quality panels and save money by showing which are likely to provide the 
best value. But do keep in mind that quality does carry a premium, even though 
it doesn’t have to be particularly large these days. Unfortunately, the only panels 
you’ll find at dirt cheap prices are likely to be cheap and dirty.

Kyocera  Great  Great  Great  Great  Great

Phono Solar  Great  Good  Great  Great  Good

RECOM  Good  Good  Great  Great  unclear

Tenksolar  Good  Good  unclear  Great  Great

JA Solar  Good  unclear  Great  Good  unclear

CSUN  unclear  Good  Great  unclear  unclear

REC  unclear  Good  Great  unclear  unclear

Trina  Good  Good  unclear  Good  unclear

Jinko  unclear  Good  Good  unclear  Good

Hanwha  unclear  unclear  Great  Good  unclear

Q-Cells  unclear  unclear  Good  Good  Good

Yingli  unclear  unclear  unclear  Good  Good

ZNShine  unclear  unclear  Good  unclear  unclear

Manufacturer Thermal Damp PID Dynamic Humidity 
 Cycling Heat  Load -Freeze


